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Instructions:
-:?} Answer all the questions.
% Write your Index Number in the space provided in the answer sheet.
-£ Instructions are given on the back of the answer sheet. Follow those carefully.

In each of the questions 1 to 50, pick one of the alternatives from (1), (2), (3), (4), (5)
which is correct or most appropriate and mark your response on the answer sheet with
a cross (x) in accordance with the instructions given on the back of the answer sheet.

X- Use of calculators is not allowed.

1. Charles Babbage is considered as the “father of the computer” by some people. That is because he
(1) invented the mechanical calculator Pascaline.
(2) invented the first re-programmable electronic computing machine.
(3) took the leadership in building the first personal computer at IBM.
(4) introduced the concept of “Input, Process and Output” that is used in modem computers, for the first time.
(5) is the founder of the first electronic digital computer ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer).

2. The first generation computers were based on
(I) Very large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology.
(2) Large Scale Integration (LSI) technology.
(3) Integrated Circuits (ICs).
(4) Transistors.
(5) Vacuum tubes.

3. The decimal number equivalent to 1101102 is
(3) 54. (4) 55.0) 39. (2) 48. (5) 108.

4. Consider the following list rendered by a web browser:
1. Pineapple
2. Mango
3. Banana

Which of the following HTML tags can be used to create the above list?
(2) <dl> (5) <ul>(1) <dd> (3) <li> (4) <ol>

5. Random Access Memory (RAM) modules are often compared by their capacity, measured in
and by their speed, measured in
Most suitable words to fill the blanks of the above statements are respectively

(2) Gigabytes, Megabits per second
(4) Megahertz, Kilohertz

(1) Kilobytes, Gigabytes
(3) Gigabytes, Megahertz
(5) Gigabits, Megabits per second

6. An application which requires more memory space than the maximum memory space available in the primary
memory of a computer is ready for execution. Which of the followings is used by the operating system of
that computer to satisfy this need?
(1) Random Access Memory (RAM)
(3) Cache Memory •
(5) Extended Memory

(2) Read Only Memory (ROM)
(4) Virtual Memory

7. 48B,, + 00101011 =
(1) 4B616 (4) 51316 (5) 55916(2) 31016 . (3) 503]6



8. The feature in modem operating systems which allows the automatic installation of new hardware devices
connected to a computer is commonly known as
(1) Add/Remove Hardware.
(4) Add Hardware Utility.

9. Which of the following is not a typical use of the Random Access Memory(RAM) of a personal computer?
(1) Keeping data for processing.
(2) Holding instructions for operations.
(3) Providing storage for operating system.
(4) Retaining information for output.
(5) Keeping the BIOS program for boot-up.

(2) Rasy Installer.
(5) Fetch and Store.

(3) Plug and Play.

10. Consider the following statements about social networking sites:
A - They are being used increasingly as a medium for election campaigns.
B - A user’s true identity is always guaranteed in a social networking site.
C - They are absolutely necessary to maintain human relationships in the modern society.

Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
(1) A only (2) B only (3) C only (4) A and B only (5) A and C only

11. Consider the following combinatory circuit implemented using universal gates:

Input Output

The above circuit is equivalent to a/an
(1) AND Gate. (2) OR Gate. (3) NAND Gate. (4) NOR Gate. (5) NOT Gate.

12. ........................is used for analog signal to digital signal conversion.
Which of the following is most appropriate to fill the blank in the above statement?

(2) Frequency Modulation (FM)
(4) Phase Modulation (PM)

(1) Amplitude Modulation (AM)
(3) Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
(5) Time Division Modulation (TDM)

13. A computer in a network is configured with the IP address 192.248.16.91 and the subnet mask 255.255.255.128.
Which of the following IP addresses cannot be assigned to a computer in the same network?

(3) 192.248.16.110(1) 192.248.16.161 (2) 192.248.16.78
(5) 192.248.16.120(4) 192.148.16.75

14. Some provinces in Sri Lanka currently issue revenue licenses for motor vehicles online. Which of the
following is the correct business type for this service?

(2) B2B

15. Consider the following HTML element:
cinput

What is the effect of the attribute ‘maxlength’ on the functionality of the element above?
(1) It sets the length of the textbox to 15 pixels.
(2) It sets the length of the textbox to 15 characters.
(3) It displays maximum of 15 characters in the textbox.
(4) The display scrolls to the right after typing 15 characters.
(5) It allows to type maximum of 15 characters into the textbox.

(1) B2C (3) C2B (4) B2E (5) G2C

type = "text" name = "firstname" maxlength = "15" />

16. Consider the following HTML element:
<a href = "attributes.html" target = "_blank"> Attributes </a>

The value of the attribute 'target' in the above specifies that the linked document 'attributes.html' should be
opened in
(1) a new tab or window.
(4) the frame named "blank".

(3) the parent frame.(2) the same frame.
(5) the full body of the current window.



17. What is the correct CSS rule to set the background colour of a web page to yellow?
(2) body {bgcolor: yellow;}
(4) body {bgcolor = yellow}

(1) body {body-color: "yellow";}
(3) body {background-color: yellow;}
(5) body {background-color = yellow;}

18. Which of the following statements is correct with respect to the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)?
(1) TCP is a network layer protocol.
(2) TCP guarantees that each byte sent is received at the receiver.
(3) Only one application at a time can use TCP in a computer.
(4) HTTP uses TCP.
(5) TCP uses User Datagram Protocol (UDP) as the transport protocol.

19. A LAN uses the subnet mask 255.255.240.0. How many different IP addresses can be assigned to devices
in this LAN?
(1) 254 (2) 256 (3) 1024 (4) 2046 (5) 4094

20. Which of the following statements is correct with respect to routing in the Internet?
(1) There can be at most one router in any given LAN.
(2) A router can have more than one network interface.
(3) Routing is a functionality of the Transport Layer.
(4) All routers function as HTTP proxies.
(5) The Internet does not need routing if all applications use TCP.

21. Consider the following terms related to computer systems:
A - Malware B - Hardware C - Software D - Liveware

Which of the above are basic components of a computer system?
(1) A and B only
(4) B and C only

(2) A and C only
(5) B, C and D only

(3) A and D only

22. In a public key encryption system, the private key of a person x is given by the function priv(x) and the
public key is given by pub(x). Consider the following statements:
A - pub(x) is used to encrypt a message that can only be decrypted using priv(x).
B - pub(x) is used to sign a message to be sent to x.

A message encrypted using pub(x) can be decrypted using pub(x).
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
(1) A only

23. Consider the following statements regarding a server with the domain name www.bogus.lk:
A - The server www.bogus.lk can be located anywhere in the world.
B - www.bogus.lk must be a web server.
C - The domain names www.bogus.lk and www.bogus.com can be resolved to the same IP address.

Which of the above statements) is/are correct?
(1) A only

24. Consider the following statements about computer programming languages:
A - The processor of a typical computer can understand and execute only the machine language of that

processor.
B - The processor of a typical computer can understand and execute any machine language of any processor.
C - The processor of a typical computer can understand and execute any program in any assembly language.
D - The processor of a typical computer can understand and execute any program in Python language.

Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
(1) A only

C

(2) B only (3) C only (4) A and B only (5) B and C only

(3) C only(2) B only (4) A and B only (5) A and C only

(2) A and B only (3) A and C only (4) B and C only (5) C and D only



25. Consider the following statements about the World Wide Web (WWW):
A - It is a collection of interlinked, hypertext documents accessed via the Internet.
B - It is a protocol for distributing information via computers connected to the Internet.
C - It was invented by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).

Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
(1) A only (2) B only (3) C only (4) A and B only (5) A and C only

26. Consider the following statements on Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) and Static Random Access
Memory (SRAM):
A - Registers are made of DRAM
B - DRAM is faster than SRAM
C - DRAM is more dense than SRAM

Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
(1) A only (2) B only (3) C only (4) A and B only (5) B and C only

27. ABC Holdings is a manufacturing organization in Sri Lanka which has its head office in Japan. What is the
most convenient method to conduct weekly progress review meetings between the local staff in Sri Lanka
and the senior management team in Japan?
(1) Telephone calls (2) Skype

•Questions 28 to 31 are based on an algorithm represented by the following flow chart.

28. Consider the following statements:
A - This algorithm takes only a single input.
B - This algorithm does not have any repetition(loop).
C - If the user inputs -1 for X, the algorithm will not terminate.
D - When the user inputs 1 for X, the algorithm will not

terminate till the user enters another value.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
(1) A only
(4) B and C only (5) C and D only _

29. The algorithm represented by the flowchart is considered as a / Read a value for Y
poor algorithm because it does not --/

(1) terminate for some input values.
(2) contain finite number of steps.
(3) specify the next step to be performed at least for a one

step of the algorithm.
(4) consist of a sequence of steps.
(5) contain any variable type declarations.

30. The algorithm terminates
for input value 5. .

(2) when values 0,5,4 are given as input one after the other. /
(3) by printing the value 5 when it is given the input values

2,5,4 one after the other.
(4) by printing the value 4 when it is given the input values

2,5,4 one after the other.
(5) by printing the value 9 when it is given the input values

2,5,4 one after the other.

(3) E-mail (4) SMS (5) YouTube

Start

Read a value for X

N = 1
T =0(2) A and B only (3) A and D only

i '
T = T + Y

No
■*. N = N + 1Is N = X?

I Yes
(1)

Print T

' r

( End )



31. Which of the following Python programs implements the behaviour of the flowchart?
(I) x = int(input("Enter a value : "))

n = 1
t = 0
while n <= x:

y = int(input("Enter the next value: "))
t = t + y
n = n + 1

print(t)

(2) x = int(input("Enter a value : "))
n = 1
t = 0
while n <= x:

y =int(input("Enter the next value: "))
t = t + y
n = n + 1
print(t)

(3) x = int(input(''Enter a value : "))
n =1
t = 0
iterate = True
while n != x:

y = int(input("Enter the next value: ''))
t = t + y
n = n + 1

print(t)

x = int(input("Enter a value : "))
n = 1
t = 0
while n != x:

y =int(input("Enter the next value: "))
t = t + y
n = n + 1
print(t)

(4)

(5) x = int(input("Enter a value : "))
n =1
t = 0
iterate = True
while iterate:

y = int(input("Enter the next value: "))
t = t + y
if n = x:

iterate = False
else:

n = n + 1
print(t)

32. Consider the following statement regarding an Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) of a bank:
“System shall dispense cash in less than 10 seconds.”

Which of the following is correct with respect to the above statement?
(1) This is an essential non-functional requirement.
(2) This is a nice to have non-functional requirement.
(3) This is an essential functional requirement.
(4) This is a nice to have functional requirement.
(5) This is not a requirement of the system.

33. Consider the following Data Flow Diagram:

A

1 'n 1 F

c� MlB

i L

According to the Structured System Analysis and Design Methodology (SSADM), the components A, B and
respectively.C in the above diagram represent

(1) an external entity, a process and a data flow
(2) a process, an entity and a data store
(3) a user, a process and a table in an electronic database
(4) a user, a function and a table in an electronic database
(5) an external entity, a process and a data store



34. Which of the following statements is correct with respect to openness and closeness of a system?
(1) An Automatic Teller Machine of a bank should be a close system.
(2) A general purpose computer can be considered as an open system.
(3) Human blood circulatory system is an open system.
(4) A mobile phone is a close system.
(5) A solar power generation system is a close system.

35. Which of the following graphs illustrates the Golden rule of information?
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• Consider the following relations to answer questions from 36 to 38.
programmer (programmerld. programmerName, gender, NIC, mobilePhoneNumber, degree, universityName)
clienttclientld. clientName, address, telephoneNumber)
projcctfprojectld. projectName, clientld, startDate, endDate, cost)
workPorf programmerld, projectld. startDate, endDate)

36. Consider the following statements:
A - A programmer works for at most one project at any given time.
B - A programmer is assigned to a single client at any given time.
C - One client can have more than one project.

Which of the above statement(s) is/are always correct?
(1) A only (2) B only (3) C only (4) A and B only (5) B and C only

37. Which of the following is correct with respect to attributes of the relations?
(1) Attributes gender, NIC and mobilePhoneNumber are candidate keys of programmer relation.
(2) Attribute startDate is a derived attribute.
(3) Attribute NIC can be considered as an alternate key for the programmer relation.
(4) Attribute startDate is a foreign key for the workFor relation.
(5) Each record in the workFor relation can be uniquely identified by using projectld.

38. Which of the following is correct?
(1) All relations are in 3rd normal form.
(2) All relations except the programmer are in the 3rd normal form.
(3) All relations except the client are in the 3rd normal form.
(4) All relations except the project are in the 3rd normal form.
(5) All relations except the workFor are in the 3rd normal form.



39. Consider the following database constraints:
A - Primary key
B - Data type
C - Foreign key

Which of the above constraint/s does/do not allow users to duplicate data in a database table?
(1) A only (2) B only (3) A and B only (4) A and C only (5) B and C only

• Consider the following four relational database tables to answer questions 40 and 41.

supplier tableitem table
item product supplier name
T001 Laptop S001 BeLap Company Ltd.
'1002 TV S002 DigiTV trading company
'1003 Camera

delivery table
itemSupplier table item supplier batch quantity date

item supplier TOO1 S001 B01 450 1.5.2015
TOO1 S001 T002 S001 AB1 45 1.5.2015
T002 S001 T001 S001 B02 500 2.5.2015

S002T002 T001 S002 C01 75 5.5.2015

40. Which of the following actions is taken by a database management system when the SQL statement “delete
from item” is executed?
(1) It will ask the user to select records for deletion.
(2) It may delete all the records from the 'item' table.
(3) It will drop the ' item ' table.
(4) It will not delete any record from the 'item' table.
(5) The SQL statement will not be executed since it has errors.

41. Which of the following is correct with respect to the above tables?
(1) All the tables are in third normal form.
(2) Normalization has been applied to these tables.
(3) Integrity constraints are correctly applied to these tables.
(4) There is no evidence to say that integrity constraints are properly applied.
(5) Normalization and integrity constraints are properly applied.

42. What is the two’s complement representation of 6]()?
(1) 11111010 (2) 00000110 (3) 11111001 (4) 01011111 (5) 00000101

43. A file of 1 MB has been successfully sent from the machine X to machine Y in a network over a TCP
connection. It has been observed that the 10th byte of the file has passed through the router R. Consider
the following statements regarding this communication:
A - The 10,000th byte must have gone through the router R after the 10th byte.
B - The 10,000th byte must have gone through the same path from X to Y as the 10th byte.
C - The 10,000th byte may or may not have gone through the router R.

Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
(1) A only (2) B only (3) C only (4) A and B only (5) B and C only



• Questions from 44 to 47 are based on the following Python program.

tt Program - pl.py
temp = [23,45,2,-2,01

def f(b):
nl,n2 = b[0|,b[0]
for m in b:

if(m > nl):
nl = m

if(m < n2):
n2 = m

return nl,n2

print(f(temp))

44. Consider the following statements about this Python code:
A - It contains a comment.
B - It contains a definition of a function.
C - It does not contain any selections.
D - It does not contain any iterations.

Which of the above statements are correct?
(1) A and B only
(4) B and D only

(2) A and C only
(5) C and D only

(3) B and C only

45. What is the data type of the variable temp in this Python code?
(2) Float

46. What is the return data type of the function named "f1?
(1) Integer

(1) Integer (3) Boolean (4) Tuple (5) List

(2) Float (3) Boolean (4) Tuple

47. Which of the following value/s is/are in the output of the above program?
(3) -2 and 0

(5) List

(1) 23 and 45 (2) 45 and -2 (4) 0 (5) 23

48. Consider the following Python program:
temp = [23,45,2,-2,0]
print(temp[::2])

What is the output of the above program?
(1) [23,45] (2) 1-2,0) (3) [23,2,0] (4) [2-2,01 (5) |23,45,2,-2,0|

49. Which of the following is incorrect about software agents?
(1) They exhibit some degree of autonomy.
(2) They are a subset of reactive systems.
(3) They are proactive in terms of their ability to exhibit goal-directed behaviour.
(4) Electronic commerce is one of the key application areas of them.
(5) They are always cooperative in a multi-agent environment.

50. Which of the following is/are examples for artificial intelligence techniques?
A - Neural Networks
B - Genetic Algorithms
C - Ubiquitous Computing

(2) B only (3) A and B only (4) A and C only (5) B and C only(1) A only

■*- * *-



PARTA-ShuchredEssay
Answer all four questions m thh ppet iAeV.

l. (a) Consider the web form given in the lgue which has been developed for sending text messagss

from a web application.

Send Text Message

FAh d tu Ms and c&k Sd ldcssag

PhmcNo: f*-**-*.:rl
Message

Islr4rqt,ffi-rytl

Figure: Form used to send text messages

'The partial HTML code sogment given below is prepared to generate the above form. Complete

, the code segnrent !o rcnder the above form.

<hlsend Text Message</h2>

q>Fitl in alt the fields and click Send Message</p>

dorm action=nn moth<d='POST">

<div class = "a">

<div ctass No,:</div>

<div class = 'rn><input type=....,,.,........ namenphonen size='20'r></div>

</div>

<div class = "a">

<div class = 
nl">Message:</div>

<div class = "rn><..............................name'message'rcws='7n cols=u30'>

4 ..,.,,...........................,.,.....,></div>

</dM>

<div class = 
nan>

<div class = 
irt'><input type'submit'value=...'...............'..........'.."""></dir>

</div>

</form>



(b) A well formed syntactically cofl€ct IftML code has been developed to r€Dder a web page

includes an imago of a school. However, the browser doos Dot display the imags, Instcad, it
only displays the text "School' which is given as the 'toxt' afiributc d alt. Give two possible

rcmns for this behavior-

(i) ...................

(ii) ............,.....

(c) tIdicate whetlrer the following CSS nrles arc syntacticaly ooEect tr incqrect. If a nrle is inconect,

writ€ the conEct venilon.

(i) p {color rcd;}

p$ont-type: Arial;)

(ii) body{colon rcd;}

{background-olor: yellow;} ...........

(iii) hl, h3{colon bluo;}

2. (a) Assume that in a particular digiel device integeB arc rcpresentcd in 8-bits twok
fotm. However, the rssults of computations are printed in decimal.

(i) Give the represcntation of l0,o in the above device.

(ii) Give the reFes€ntation of -25,0 in the above device.

(iii) Exptain how the computation of l0,s - 25ro done by the device by using your

given in sections (i) and (ii) above.



Gv).Ust the stEpE nec€ssary to Eandorm drc rEsult ottah€d in scctior G0 above inlo dccimal

form in odcr to pdnt tb answ€r.

(b) A bank offers services, such as maintaining ovings ald curent accounb, Automatic Tell€r

Machinc (AIM) scrvices, processing lone, leasing prcperties and exchanging fortigu currcnciei

to its custom€ts, The batrk has decidd !o introduce Internet hnking facility to its crrstomers

to grant tlr€m with more codtlol on their accorurts. This will faciliiat€ its cuslom€rs to chock

account balance, pay bills, trander funds 0o other aocomts and comrmicate with 6e bonk

online.

0) Stato tro rcasons that can discourage bank crstomers frorn using lntem€t bankiog services.

(ii) Do you agrE8 that prwiding the proposed htermt banking services is a B2C bttsiness

type? Justify your answGr.

(iiD The baDk has rcatized that I signiffcant nunrber d loan applicarims they rceive from thcir

custdrers arc gening rsjocted at lh€ initial screcning. Therefore, the managemeot fiinks

that their cushmers cdrld bc provided with an expert syst€Nr based lmn p,rc-pm6sing

tml so that th€ custonrer disappointmcnts oould be t€duced while saving bank sd's time.

. Do yotr agrce wifil ths id€a? Juscify 1lour msrver,



3. (a) Albert Einstein quotcd'En€r$/ camot be crcaicd or desboyed; it oar olrly be chaltpd ftom
ftrm !o rnothtr'

(i) Surc whether &e proccss of changing energr fiom one form to ailrther is a clce systcm.

GD State a reason to justify your answer Etven for (a) (i), above,

(b) Consie the folloring f,bh Definidon l3ryrraEe (DDL) statoocot !o answer the qucstims b

and b Gi).

CREAIE TABLE tmit (

institueoode varclu(lo) Nof Nt LL,

uoilcods vanrhr(Io NOf NUU-

unitTide varcha(so) DtrAULT NIJII,

PRIMARY KEY Gtlstiutrecodemicodc),

FCTREIGN (EY (instiorEcode) REFEnEN.CES institt{imiareCode))

(i) What is the prmary key of the abo,e abla?

GD nftar ar-e dle irilE8lrty constraints used in thc above DDL?



iDdes name adilrcss clrss

1022 S.M.G.D. Davasiri No. 15, Feradeniya Road, IGndy 8B
56 GM.D. Privangani No. 14717, Katugasthoa Road, Kandy lrc
q23 F.D.C. Javasineha 'Sadasiri", Colombo Road, Mawanella l0B'

(i) What is the cardinality of the above table?

(c) Consider tlre following table:

(ii) What is the degrce of the above table?

4. (a) A 32-bit comput€r has a byte addressable main memory. The comput€r uses 32-bit adft€sses

access any byte in its memory. It is observed that e maximum of 4 GB memory is

for a process even after the main memory is rcplaced by an 8 GB memory. Explain, with

the calculations, why this happens.

(b) Ar openting system uses sevcn state process transition model for process scheduling. A
process is curently in the running sEte of tlre above model. Fill the following table with

corrcct next possible state and condition for hansitions'

clnslt stste Next Docsible strtE Conilltlolr lor fransltion

Running

{'4*



* Awer any four questians only.
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E66x6b, 6l$nlfunL6b'Glginur@uLuorilujei> II
IIInformation & Communication

l. (a) Explain how m derive a Boolean expression from a given truth table.

(b) In residential electrical wiilng, the following circuit has been used to operatE a light in a staircase.

As in tlre above circuit, two swilches Sl and 52 are installed at the botiom and the top of the staircase

io operate the lamp L. The lamp tumed on by using the switch Sl at the bottom of tb€ staircase. can

be tumed off by using the swiich 52 at the &op of the staircase. Futher, the lamp turned on by using

switch 52 at the top of the staircase can also be tumed off by using the switch 51 at the bottom of
the staircase. Moreover, the lamp L tumed on by a switch can be tumed off by the same switch.

Assume that the connections to positions X and Y of a switch in the above circuit are represented by the

truth values I and 0 respectively and the tumed on atrd tmed off states of the lamp L are represented

by the nuth values I and 0 respectively.

(i) Construct a truth table to represent the functionality of the above circuit.

(ii) Derive a Boolm expression to represnt the truth table obtained in section (i) above.

(iii) What is the logic gate which is equivalent to the functionality of ttre Boolm expression obtained

in section (ii) above?

(iv) Construct a logic circuit for the Boolean expression obtained in section (ii) above with NOT, AND
and OR gates only.



2.. (a) The IP address 125214.169.218 is assigned io the server www.doenels.lk. The ping 125214.169A
command issued from tlp,machine A rcported a rcund trip time (RtT) of Z) ms.

Holvever, the piry www.doenetsJk command, issued some time later from the machine A, rcported an

er0r,

(i) Draw a network diaSram io depict the server, nrachine A and any other requircd components

describe the above scenario.

(iD ldentify two possible causes for the above behaviour and explain them using the diagram develo@
in section.(a) (i) above.

(b) AnorganizationhasonlyonepubliclPaddress, lq2248.l7.l,allo(ajed!oit.Theorganizationhasdecided

to allorv web browsing on the computers on its tAN with 1(X) computeis, It also wants to optimize the

usage of iE Intemet connection by reducing the traffic on the link as much as possible.

Draw a network diagram to satisfy the above requirements. Explain the major decisions you made.

3. The National University of lnformation Technology is a well-recognized university. They offer both bachelors

and post-graduate degr€e programmes, diplomas as well as short courses in information technology and

business management. All teaching of the above courses is being conducted at their sophisticated ctassrooms

afld sta@-of-the-art computer laboratories specifically designed to provide a strdent-centrtd int€ractive leam.ing

experience. The management of the university has realized thar their brand name has become well

in the muntry as the number of inquiries they receive fmm far away povinces has incrcased.

a rccent study has revealed that their short courses and diplomas are also very popular among worki

professionals despite the burdens of their busy work schedules as well as the limircd dme available

devote for education, Hence, the management has proposed to start a distance education programme with
objectives of providing new vallr.e,added services and capturing new markets.

(a) Propose an ICT based system to implement the above distance education programme. Describe its main

componenB by using a simple diagmm.

(b) Explain thrte advantages of the proposed system.

(c) Discuss thrte challenges of the proposed syst€m.

(d) The management thinks that agsnt technolory based techniques could be used to overrome some of the

above challenges. Do you agree with this statement? Justify your answer.

(a) Explain why compilers or intelpreters arc needed when using high level progra.mming languages.

(b) Your teacher has requested you !o wdte a Python program to recorGthe mark obtained by students at

the term test. Each student has sat for the same thrEe papers and each mark was given as an integer

value out of 100 marks. Each student is identified by a uniqrc index member which is also an integer,

You should r€cord the marks of student in a text file named 'mark.txt' in tlrc following format.

Index-no-l $ark-11 rnark-l2,ma*-l3

Index-noj,nark-2 1 $n*2 $b*-23

Where

Index-no-X : Index number of the Xth studenq X = l, ..............., n

mark-XY : Marks obtained by the Xh student for the Ym paper; Y = 1,2,3

Index numbers and marks of the students should be entered througt the keyboard, one item at a time

and the program should be terminated when -l is entercd as the index number.

(i) Propose an algorithm by using a flowchart for the program.

(iD Write a pthon program to implement your flowchart.



t. A pharmacy named'DR Chemiss'sells drugs o patients. A patient shodd produce a prescription to

pharmacist at $e phamacy o buy drugs. A prescdilion has one or more drugs prescribed by a doctor.

doctor can issue more than one prescripion for a patient. However, a puscription is issued by one

Pharmacist p€parcs a bill for each prescription and gives it to the patient. Five (05) pharmacisB at

pharmacy handle all prescriptions.

A phamacist handles morc than ore prucription rvhile one prcscripion is handled only by one

The upper part of the prcscription contains the patient information such as namo, ago, address and

number. The middle part of the prescription consists of one or more drug names, quantities to be issued

the dosagies. At the bottom part n me, address and. telephone number of the hospital and the name of
doctor are available.

The owncr of the phamacy wants to keep the nec€ssary information to prepare the following list of

l. Number of prcscriptions handled by each pharmacist.

2. Number of prescriptions issued by each doctor.

3. List of information about doctors, their hospitals and drugs prescribed by them.

4.. List of daily cash collection of the pharmacy.

PEFre an ER diagram to model the daa rcquired to produce the above reporh. Stat€ clearly all

assumptions, if any.

6. Draw a context diagram to show the overview of the library system described below. Clearly indicate external

entities and data flows of your diagram and state any acceptable assumptions tlmt you have made.

The National Information Technology Library (NITL) provides e-books to its users through an online systom

named "Ubrary Information Processing System (LIPS)".

A person should submit an application Eo NITL to become a membor of the LIPS. The NITL evaluates the

application and enters it to the LIPS, if it is approved. After entering the application data, LIPS issues an

ictivation code o NITL rvhich in tum passes it to the rElevant person. Once the activation code is received

the person becomes a member of LIPS. A member can obtain his/her usemame and password by providing

the activation code o the UPS. A member can subsequently access e-books by entering his/her usemame

and the password to lhe LIPS.
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